
RACE BY RACE PREVIEWS: FAIRVIEW POLYTRACK@2020.11.20 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 20.11.2020, Race 1, Gallops, 1300m, Poly, R40.000, 11:50GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: MARRY IN HASTE makes her local debut and could make enough improvement to win 
a race like this. AUTUMN SKY has some fair Western Cape form and that is usually good enough to 
score in the Eastern Cape. ABSOLUTELY FAB was an unlucky loser of her latest start. That was her first 
try equipped with blinkers so should be a danger. SHOWTIME BABY and ELECTRIC DAISY also have 
winning chances and must be considered. 
 
Selections: 
#3 Autumn Sky, #4 Absolutely Fab, #5 Showtime Baby, #6 Electric Daisy 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 20.11.2020, Race 2, Gallops, 1200m, Poly, R40.000, 12:20GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: UNTAMED TIGER has reached 21 starts without a win but clearly was not disgraced on 
his local debut and he could finally break the ice. FOREST OF GREEN is better than the last run would 
suggest and deserves respect. TEVYE is holding form and should be in the shake-up once again. 
GLOBAL KAS makes his debut and must be considered. DENIM EN JEANS is improving and is also not 
out of it. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Untamed Tiger, #8 Global Kas, #4 Forest Of Green, #7 Tevye 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 20.11.2020, Race 3, Gallops, 1200m, Poly, R40.000, 12:55GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: TEOFILIA is in good form and does have a big winning chance. BALTIC BEAT is clearly 
better than his last run would suggest and could do a lot better this time out. FORTY DAYS disappointed 
last time and could be the surprise package. LOVE POTION is probably at his best on the turf. 
VALERIANA and BASILICA SANTO have done enough of late to suggest they must also be considered. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Teofilia, #8 Basilica Santo, #3 Forty Days, #6 Karakoram 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 20.11.2020, Race 4, Gallops, 1200m, Poly, R40.000, 13:35GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: OMEGA ONSLAUGHT finds it tough to win but is in good form and can contest the 
finish. TARSUS looks to be at the top of his game at the moment and it will not be a surprise were he to 
score again. PHILOS is holding form and could finish in the money. DI ME is in good form and must be 
given respect. BOCKSCAR would prefer it a bit further but could earn some minor money. AQUA DELTA 
is improving. 
 
Selections: 
#2 Tarsus, #1 Omega Onslaught, #5 Di Me, #10 Aqua Delta 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 20.11.2020, Race 5, Gallops, 1600m, Poly, R40.000, 14:10GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: An open looking contest. PUREST BLISS is in the form of her life and must be 
considered. BEETHOVEN is holding form and has a chance. WALLIS SIMPSON is holding form and 
could be ready to win. LORD MARSHAL is holding form nicely and deserves respect. MEERAAS makes 
his local debut and could be a danger. BOLD STRIKE is consistent and could contest the finish once 
again, 
 
Selections: 
#6 Lord Marshal, #3 Wallis Simpson, #2 Beethoven, #10 Bold Strike 
 



Fairview Polytrack, 20.11.2020, Race 6, Gallops, 1600m, Poly, R40.000, 14:45GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Another tough race to find a winner. ALL THE SEVENS has not won for some time but 
could play a minor role, LATEST CRAZE is in good heart and has a winning chance. PHANTOM ROLLS 
was a shock winner last time but can follow up. Trainer Gavin Smith has his runners in good form. 
NINJINSKY'S SON and UP EARLY are improving and should be right there at the finish once again. 
EUROSTORM is improving and can go one better. 
 
Selections: 
#8 Eurostorm, #4 Phantom Rolls, #3 Latest Craze, #5 Ninjinsky's Son 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 20.11.2020, Race 7, Gallops, 1400m, Poly, R80.000, 15:20GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: An excellent race to watch. EARTH HOUR would prefer a bit further but is in good form. 
KIMBERLEY STAR has not won since January but should be right there once again. PURPLE DIAMOND 
has done well for trainer Alan Greeff but this is a tough task. MARMARA SEA has won 6 out of 6 for 
Greeff and all on this surface. Raiders from the Western Cape SPECTRA FORCE and MERAKI must be 
respected. 
 
Selections: 
#4 Marmara Sea, #6 Spectra Force, #1 Earth Hour, #2 Kimberley Star 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 20.11.2020, Race 8, Gallops, 1600m, Poly, R40.000, 15:55GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: PERFECT PATHWAY is holding form and has a winning chance. GIMME ANNIE has 
shown improvement since blinkers were equipped and should contest the finish. LA DUCHESSE won a 
nice race last time out and can follow up in a similar race. CERELIA put in what was probably her best 
performance yet when fourth behind Fly My Flag last time. BIG MYTH and IRISH FLING could be 
dangerous outsiders. 
 
Selections: 
#6 La Duchesse, #5 Gimme Annie, #7 Cerelia, #3 Perfect Pathway 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 20.11.2020, Race 9, Gallops, 2000m, Poly, R40.000, 16:30GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: An open looking race. SAO PAULO is battling to regain winning form but could earn 
some money. CLOSE TO MY HEART is better than her recent form would suggest and could contest the 
finish. OVER COUNT returned to form with a good run last time and could go one better. RUN FLORIST 
RUN, PRINCESS OF FIRE and CANA are all capable of winning and deserve respect, 
 
Selections: 
#8 Run Florist Run, #5 Over Count, #1 Sao Paulo, #12 Cana 
 
Best Win: #2 TARSUS                               
Best Value Bet:                                         
Best Longshot: #1 UNTAMED TIGER                        


